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Advent of major rail construction projects helps 
push workers’ pay up by 74% in three years 

 
 Pay for railway workers highest of any construction industry segment 

 Good news for contractors as skills in high demand 
 
The advent of major rail infrastructure schemes such as Crossrail and HS2 has helped push pay 
for those working in railway construction up by three quarters in three years, says NoPalaver 
Group, a leading provider of accounting services to contractors. 
 
Figures show that the average pay for construction workers on railways and underground lines 
increased by 11.6% last year to an average of £856.50 per week. This is 74% more than in 2012, 
when the average weekly salary was £492.40. 
 
This is the highest weekly pay rate for any segment of the construction industry. The average pay 
for workers in the construction sector as a whole is £587.70 (see graph below). 
 
NoPalaver says that now that work on Crossrail is well underway and contracts reported to be 
worth £7billion are out to tender for High Speed 2 (HS2), demand for experienced workers and 
highly skilled contractors is intensifying. 
 
Graham Jenner, Director at NoPalaver, says: “After a tough few years for construction generally 
during the recession, earnings in the rail segment specifically are rebounding strongly as new 
multi-billion pound infrastructure projects come on stream.” 
 
“This is good news for contractors and workers across the whole spectrum of pay levels.” 
 
“While debate about the viability of HS2 continues to rage, competition for lucrative contracts is 
already fierce. Firms looking to position themselves to win HS2 tenders will need to ensure they 
have the right skills and expertise on board, so demand is fuelling pay accordingly.” 
 
“Assuming HS2 gets the go-ahead, and with the possibility of Crossrail 2 in the pipeline, working 
on these kinds of high-level infrastructure schemes should provide fantastic career development 
opportunities as well as remuneration for those involved in this sector.” 
 

Average weekly pay for construction workers on rail projects soars 74% in 
three years 
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About NoPalaver 
  
The NoPalaver Group provides umbrella services to contractors and personal service 
companies. The NoPalaver Group includes: 
 

 NoPalaver Accountants, which provides specialist accountancy support to contractors 
working through limited companies  

 NoPalaver Umbrella, which helps contractors in all sectors run their personal service 
company  

 NoPalaver CIS, which helps sub-contractors in the construction industry maintain self-
employment status, and simplifies payroll issues for agencies and contractors. NoPalaver 
CIS looks after sub-contractors’ invoicing, payment, and CIS tax issues.  

 NoPalaver Contractors, which enables contractors in other industries to maintain self-
employment status through a personalised weekly payment administration service 
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